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1 LPP21 – Wellington Village Precinct: Context & Character 
 

 

 

1. STATUTORY AUTHORITY AND CITATION 

 

1.1 This is a Local Planning Policy prepared in accordance with Schedule 2, Part 2, of the 

Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015.  

 

1.2 This Policy may be cited as Local Planning Policy No. 21 – Wellington Village Precinct: 

Context and Character and LPP21. 

 

2. PURPOSE 

 

2.1 Establish the existing and desired future character of the Wellington Village Precinct 

(Precinct). 

 

2.2 Inform the assessment of all planning proposals within the Precinct boundary (refer to 

Figure 1 below) by providing guidance to decision-makers in regard to:  

 
a) the desired future character of the Precinct in accordance with Clause 67 (2) m of the 

Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015; and 

 

b) Design Principle “Context and Character” with reference to the 10 Design Principles of 

State Planning Policy 7.0 – Design of the Built Environment. 

 

2.3 This Policy is consistent with the Town of Mosman Park Strategic Community Plan 2021 – 

2031: 

THRIVING 

“Advocate for local growth and development that respects our heritage” 

 A Town Planning Framework that supports quality and sustainable design which 

considers Mosman Park’s unique local context. 

 The protection and enhancement of Mosman Park’s character and heritage. 

 

 

 

POLICY NAME: Wellington Village Precinct: Context and Character 

POLICY NO. LPP21 
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Figure 1. Wellington Village Precinct boundary 

 

3. OBJECTIVES 

 

3.1 The objectives of this Policy are as follows:   

 

a) To ensure future development is consistent with and enhances the character and 

heritage of the Precinct, and aligns with the community-led desired future character 

statements for the Precinct. 

b) To facilitate high-quality, sustainable developments that respect and complement 

the existing site, context and valued character elements of the public and private 

realm within the Precinct.  

c) To guide land owners, applicants and decision-makers in determining what the 

desired future character of the Precinct is.  

d) To provide guidance to decision makers considering planning proposals with respect 

to elements of the public realm which are influenced by desired future character 

statements. 

 

4. APPLICATION OF POLICY 

 

4.1 This Policy applies to all applications for development approval, Scheme amendments, Local 

Development Plans and Precinct Structure Plans on land within the Precinct boundary.  
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4.2 This Policy applies to any request to the Town for development contributions or works 

within the public realm which are as a result of or appurtenant to development within the 

Precinct boundary. 

 

5. POLICY PROVISIONS 

 

5.1 All planning proposals, including applications for development approval, scheme 

amendments, local development plans, precinct structure plans and requests for works in 

the public realm appurtenant or consequential to any proposed development, within the 

Precinct boundary are to address Clauses 5.2 and 5.3 of this Policy. 

 

5.2 Public Realm 

 Existing Character Statement Desired Future Character Statement 

1 Quiet, safe, welcoming and leafy-green 
streetscapes presents a ‘village’ and 
‘community’ feel within the Precinct.  

Front gardens offering visual or physical 
connections to adjacent, well-maintained, 
verge areas to support the leafy-green 
streetscape appearance and community 
interactions.  
 

2 Verge areas are wide with a narrow 
footpath available on one side of most 
streets and mature, extensive street 
tree canopy provides a comfortable 
pedestrian environment.   

Soft landscaping, including a mix of low-
lying vegetation and extensive mature 
street tree canopy, within the verge and 
road reserve areas shall contribute to a 
well-maintained leafy-green streetscape 
appearance. 
 

3 The commercial local centre offers a 
mix of goods and services that are 
easily accessible and enable 
opportunities for community 
interaction.  
 

Public areas are to be attractive, safe and 
offer opportunities for people to dwell and 
socially interact.  
 

4 Wellington Street, Palmerston Street 
and Manning Street capture a higher 
volume of observed traffic compared 
to the other streets within the 
Precinct.  

Clear and safe connections to major arterial 
transport routes are to be established to 
encourage the use of alternative modes of 
transport to and from the Precinct.  
 

5 Footpaths within the Precinct are 
narrow and there are no dedicated 
shared paths or on-street cycle lanes.  
 

Hard landscaping within the verge is to be 
sympathetic to the leafy-green character 
and supports universally accessible, safe 
and legible pedestrian connections within 
and through the Precinct without appearing 
as a dominating feature of the streetscape.  
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5.3 Private Realm 

 Existing Character Statement Desired Future Character Statement 

1 The existing built form and boutique 
commercial offerings create a ‘village’ 
and ‘community’ feel within the 
Precinct. 

The ‘village’ and ‘community’ feel within the 

Precinct is maintained and enhanced by 

facilitating: 

i) New active land uses that create 

opportunities for social 

interaction; and 

ii) Sustainable new development 

that respects and compliments 

the existing built form of the 

precinct. 

 

2 Residential dwellings are an eclectic mix 
of architectural styles, age, single and 
double storey, with the majority of 
homes having pitched roofs and 
excellent interaction with adjoining 
public realm.   
 

New residential dwellings interact with the 

streetscape and contribute to the 

‘community’ feel of the Precinct by 

incorporating design features that allow 

adequate street surveillance. 

3 Single-detached dwellings with 
extensive on-site landscaping are the 
prevalent form of housing throughout 
the Precinct within a largely low density 
locality.  
 

New housing compliments the existing 
character of the Precinct whilst catering for 
shifting demographics, accessibility and 
affordability.  

4 The commercial local centre is largely 
made up of older, low rise buildings 
with at-grade car parking at the 
periphery.  
 

New commercial and mixed-use 
development within the commercial local 
centre incorporates extensive landscaping 
and end of trip facilities to encourage the use 
of alternative/sustainable modes of 
transport to and from the Precinct.  
 

5 Several of the narrow commercial 
buildings fronting Wellington Street 
have connected heritage facades that 
are valued by the community for their 
unique character and charm.  

Redevelopment of heritage listed properties 
within the Wellington Street Local Centre 
zone preserves the unique character of the 
building façade by focussing new building 
footprint toward the rear of these sites and 
activating Turnbull Lane.   
 

 

5.4 The existing and desired future character statements contained in clauses 5.2 and 5.3 are 

supported by evidence collected in the Local Character Study (see Appendix 1).  
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6. VARIATIONS TO POLICY 

 

6.1 Any planning proposal seeking to vary this Policy shall be determined in accordance with 

the objectives of this Policy and may require consultation in accordance with Local Planning 

Policy No. 1 – Consultation Procedures (LPP01). 

 

6.2 An application for development approval seeking to vary this Policy may be referred to full 

Council for determination.  

 

7. RELATED LEGISLATION 

  
7.1 This Policy should be read in conjunction with the following additional planning 

instruments*:  

 

 Planning and Development Act 2005 

 Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 

 Town of Mosman Park Local Planning Strategy 

 Town of Mosman Park Local Planning Scheme No. 3 

 State Planning Policy 7.0 – Design of the Built Environment 

 State Planning Policy 7.2 – Precinct Design Guidelines 

 State Planning Policy 7.3 – Residential Design Codes Volume 1 

 State Planning Policy 7.3 – Residential Design Codes Volume 2 

 Local Planning Policy No. 1 – Consultation Procedures 
*Please note that independent due diligence should be undertaken by an applicant/owner to determine whether any other 

Acts, Codes, Regulations, Policies, etc. apply. 

 

8. DEFINITIONS 

 

8.1 For the purposes of this Policy, the below definitions apply: 

 

Term Definition 

Public realm means any publicly owned streets, roadways, sidewalks, verges, 

parks, plazas, and other open spaces that comprise the shared space 

of a town/city for its visitors, employees and residents. 

Private realm means any privately owned property or building.  

Character elements means the various valued elements that make a neighbourhood 

distinctive and contribute to the identity of a place. 

Desired future character means valued elements of urban character, within the public and 

private realm, that are expected to be respected, enhanced and 

delivered in the future. The desired future character of an area is not 

determined and fixed by the applicable development standards.  
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Feel means the type of atmosphere experienced in a place. 

Active land use means land use types located on the ground floor with active 

frontages, such as dining, retail and community uses, that integrate 

into and/or activate the adjacent public realm or shared areas 

providing opportunities for social interaction.  

Alternative/sustainable 

modes of transport 

means the use of methods of transportation other than the single 

passenger motor vehicle such as, but not limited to, electric vehicles, 

bus, train, bicycle and walking. 

End of trip facilities typically identified as shower, bathroom and storage facilities for 

people using alternative modes of transport to and from work. 

Depending on the location and type of development, part or all end 

of trip facilities may be accessible to the public.  

 

8.2 Where a term contained in this Policy is defined in related legislation that definition shall 

apply in all instances.  
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Appendix 1 – Local Character Study 
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1.0 Context Analysis 
 

1.1 Regional Context 
 
Figure 1 below shows the Wellington Village Precinct (Precinct) location in the context of the surrounding 
metropolitan area.  
 
The Precinct is within the central sub-region of the Perth Metropolitan area, approximately 15km from the 
Perth Central Business District and 6km from Fremantle.  
 

 
Figure 1. Precinct Location 
 

1.2 Local Context 
 
The Town of Mosman Park local government area is approximately four square kilometres and is home to 
9,067 residents, 12 community facilities, 34 parks, six schools and five churches.  
 
Figure 2 below identifies the Precinct boundary. The Precinct is made up of 22ha of land area comprising 
292 lots ranging from approximately 300m2 to 1000m2 in size.  
 
The Mosman Park Town Centre is located approximately 1km to the north west of the Precinct. Victoria 
Street train station and Mosman Park train station are 1.3km and 1.5km from the Precinct respectively.  
 
There is slight to moderate undulation in the natural ground levels across the Precinct. Along the length of 
Wellington Street, the levels rise from Palmerston Street at the western boundary towards Owston Street 
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at the eastern boundary. The topography also falls steadily in a north to south direction across the precinct 
between Rudwick and Jameson Streets.  
 
There are no sites or places within the Precinct designated as specific Aboriginal significant under the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972. However, Mosman Park’s proximity to the Swan River serve as an important 
source for Aboriginal heritage. There are 10 Aboriginal sites within Mosman Park listed on the Register of 
Aboriginal Sites by the Department of Indigenous Affairs. Those within close proximity to the local 
neighbourhood centre include:  
 

 The Swan River Site  

 Rocky Bay  

 Colonial Sugar Refinery Site  

 Blackwall Reach Mosman Park  
 

 
Figure 2. Precinct Boundary 
 

1.3 Community Context 
 
The Town of Mosman Park is a highly desirable location to work, live and play, with a passionate and 
engaged community. In the preparation of the draft Mosman Park 2021-2031 Strategic Community Plan, 
over 250 people attended open days and workshops, and the Town received 507 survey submissions. The 
dominant responses as to what makes Mosman Park a unique place to live, learn, work and play are:  
 

 Our warm ‘neighbourhood’ feel and our connected vibrant community  

 Our proximity to the river and ocean – beautiful natural assets enjoyed by locals and visitors  

 A hub for small business – and a call to support local  

 Locational advantage – close to Fremantle, education and major arterial transport networks  

 Our leafy streets and greenery – parks and passive spaces for connection and recreation. 
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A community engagement process informed the draft Strategic Community Plan, which identified the 
following priorities: 
 
 

 Connecting 
- We are a welcoming and inclusive Town where community spirit and connection is alive and 

celebrated. 

 Sustaining 
- We are innovative in delivering services that are cost effective, future-focused and 

sustainable. 

 Thriving 
- We are a vibrant and progressive Town to live, work, raise a family and do business. 

 

 
Source: Draft Mosman Park 2021-2031 Strategic Community Plan 

2.0 Planning Framework 
 

2.1 State Planning Framework 
 
All land within the Precinct is zoned Urban under the Metropolitan Region Scheme.  
 
State Planning Policy 7.0 – Design of the Built Environment and State Planning Policy 7.3 – Residential 
Design Codes (Volumes 1 and 2), among others, are the key policies that apply to development on land 
within the Precinct.  
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2.2 Local Planning Framework  
 
The Town’s Local Planning Strategy (Strategy), prepared in 2013, identifies the properties zoned Local 
Centre R60 together as the ‘Wellington Street Neighborhood Centre’ (Centre).  
 
The Strategy informed the preparation of Local Planning Scheme No. 3 (Scheme) which was gazetted on 28 
February 2018. Specific provisions in relation to the Centre are contained within the Scheme. Such 
provisions include the preparation of a local development plan prior to the consideration of a development 
application. To date, a local development plan is yet to be adopted by Council.  
 
The remaining landholdings within the Precinct are zoned Residential with density coding’s varying from 
R15 through R25 (refer to Figure 3 below).  
 

 
Figure 3. Excerpt from Local Planning Scheme No. 3 
 

3.0 Built Environment 
 

3.1 Activity and Land use 
 
The Centre, which is the central commercial core of the Precinct, comprises a mix of land uses 
commensurate to a neighbourhood centre which include an independent supermarket, café/restaurants, 
offices (including Australia Post), shops and other boutique retail and commercial offerings.  
 
Outside of the central commercial core, the Precinct is dominated by low-rise residential development. 
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3.2 Built Form 
 
Built form within the Precinct makes a significant contribution to how local character is perceived and 
experienced. The scale and materiality of buildings are two key elements that make up the characteristics 
of a place because they are the most easily observed elements and contribute to the sense of place 
experienced.  
 
 Scale 
 
Importantly, the bulk and scale of buildings need to respond to interfaces and edge qualities between land 
uses effectively. Quality built form outcomes should both support a sense of place and accommodate 
future land uses.  
 
The central commercial core of the Precinct provides for local shopping needs with low scale buildings. 
Traditional low-rise shopfronts housing a mix of uses are alongside and adjacent to low-rise, single 
detached housing.  
 

 
 
Across the majority of the Precinct, the north-south fall in levels result in dwellings on the northern side of 
the east-west orientated streets being much higher than those on the southern side of the street. The 
majority of residential dwellings are single detached dwellings either single or double storey in height. 
Modern, newer builds are generally substantial in size in comparison to many older dwellings that are very 
small in stature.  
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Facades and Materials  

 
The materials and textures of buildings and public realm features combine to inform and reflect a unique 
sense of place. Much of the current materiality reflects the character of the area and the diverse range of 
architectural styles employed. 
 
There are occasional older dwellings throughout the Precinct that are weatherboard clad and have bull-
nose front verandahs, peering back to 19th and 20th century architecture. The weatherboard dwellings are 
generally in very good condition, are visibly renovated and well-maintained. There is no established pattern 
to the location of these dwellings within the Precinct.  
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A common theme throughout the residential parts of the precincts is the incorporation of a porch or 
verandah at the front of the dwelling. This architectural feature speaks to the ‘community’ feel observed 
and activation of manicured outdoor gardens that are a feature of the Precinct.  
 

 
 
The commercial buildings in the Centre are diverse in character and materiality. Traditional shopfront style 
retail was constructed in the 1940s, with single-storey masonry buildings with parapet walls concealing the 
roofs located along Wellington Street (see images below). The parapet walls are simple, stepping down 
with the fall of the road, finer detailing is unassuming and all shops have boxed metal awnings cantilevered 
over the footpath. 
 
There are six buildings facing Wellington Street that form a coherent group, designed as one continuous 
building with a projecting wall through the parapet demarcating the property boundary and change in 
ground level with each building marginally lower than the first. All six buildings have the same styled boxed 
awning which follows the same stepped form as the parapet.  
 
The two buildings adjacent to the west are not an exact continuation of the uniform row of six as they 
appear to be built at different times with lower overall height. The parapet and cantilever awnings are also 
not uniformly connected however they do present as one combined shop frontage.  
 
Specific built form elements of the Precinct are outlined in detail in Appendix 1 below.  
 

3.3 Heritage  
 
The important elements of an enduring sense of place are the character and heritage qualities of buildings 
and places within a Precinct. It is also important to consider that there are differences between heritage 
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and character. A heritage place has a formal recognition that it is of cultural heritage significance (either at 
a Local or State level). The process of listing a property ensures that any proposed changes respect and 
retain those qualities and characteristics that make the place significant. Determining Heritage Significance 
is a detailed process where places of different age, condition and style are reviewed by a heritage expert. 
 
There are no State Registered Places within the Precinct. However, there are a number of properties listed 
on the Town’s Municipal Inventory of Heritage Places (Local Register).  
 
Six of the eight commercial buildings facing Wellington Street have Category 3 protection under the Local 
Register (Shops 120, 122, 124, 126, 128 and 130; place nos. 104 – 109). These six places are listed on the 
Local Register due to the value the community place on their original heritage facades (refer to image 
below). The Local Register also recognises the social value these shops possess as they provide an 
opportunity for community members to meet and interact.  
 

 
“This group of six shops was built in 1949 and completed in 1950 and the first occupants included 
a butcher, baker, chemist, grocer and greengrocer. The shops were built as part of a government 
sponsored scheme to resettle ex-servicemen.  
 
This area of Mosman Park was largely undeveloped until 1945 when the first home was built in 
Manning Street by the State Housing Commission. Following that many more homes were built 
which created a need for services for the new residents. These shops together with nearby 
playgrounds were to provide for the many new families who had settled in the area.  
 
In a newspaper account in 1950 it was noted that the locality was formerly occupied by a military 
searchlight unit.  
 
The original shops continue to provided for the local community and are now supplemented by 
additional retail business.” 
(Source: Town of Mosman Park Municipal Inventory of Heritage Places) 

 
 
There is one residence that listed as a Category 3 protected place on the Local Register, that is Lot 24 (No. 
26) Owston Street (place number 69). The place has social and aesthetic value as it is a landmark in the 
district due to large swathes of the house and front wall being uniquely decorated with mosaics (see image 
below).  
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3.4 Public Realm 
 

Streetscape Character 
 
Streetscapes make a significant contribution to the overall amenity and ‘feel’ of an area. The concept of 
streetscape character is underpinned by a combination of many elements that include trees, vegetation, 
hardscape, paving, planters, street amenities and how these elements interact with private areas and 
buildings.  
 
Streetscape character relates to a distinct pattern of recognisable features within the public area of a street 
(road and any adjacent verge areas). Importantly, the choice of plants and landscape materials contributes 
to an authentic sense of place that can be enjoyed by the community.  
 
Within the Precinct, mature street trees are a stand out feature along all residential streets and also around 
the Centre. In some instances however, above ground power lines and services appear to be limiting 
further growth of the trees.  
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While most surrounding streets are leafy-green in character, the central commercial core (Centre) does 
present as a significant opportunity for extensive public and private landscape integration. The verge area 
in front of the commercial uses facing Wellington Street is largely hardscape with car parking and several 
mid-sized pot plants. However, this part of Wellington Street does enjoy median islands in the middle of 
the road which house mature street trees. The hardscaped commercial verges do play an important role in 
streetscape character as they support alfresco dining opportunities which foster social interaction between 
community members.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Trees make a positive contribution to the streetscape as they are highly visible and appealing. Trees and 
shrubs provide shade, habitat, improve the micro-climate while contributing to the aesthetics of the 
Precinct. Importantly, research points towards trees and access to nature resulting in other benefits such 
as improvements to physical and mental wellbeing.  
 
Selecting native tree species can contribute to an authentic sense of place, but also complementing and 
contributing to an established landscape approach is important. The Town has a Street Tree Masterplan 
that guides certain trees species and a programme of planting of new trees. The ongoing maintenance and 
preservation of existing mature street trees throughout the Precinct will also support the distinctive and 
local sense of place for the Precinct. 
 
A number of private gardens within the property boundaries seamlessly flow onto the public real (verge) 
appearing together as one landscaped area. In some instances, a low permeable fence may delineate the 
private and public spaces however often there was no fence at all. This suggests members of the 
community assign significant value to green spaces and nature.  
 
The leafy-green character of Mosman Park is an enduring quality that is loved by the community. There is 
an opportunity to enhance areas that have reduced tree canopy coverage both within the road reserve and 
private lots. 
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Public Open Space & Community Facilities 
 
Whilst there are no public open spaces within the Precinct itself, there a several green open spaces 
available to the community within easy walking distance from the Precinct. Brown Park, E.G. Smith Field 
and the Mosman Park Golf Course are all directly adjacent to the Precinct boundary. Genders Park, 
Stringfellow Park, Tom Perrott Reserve and Nash Field are all within a 400m walk from the Precinct. These 
public open spaces are easily accessible and well-maintained, offering excellent amenity for the community 
to enjoy.  
 
Community facilities and other recreation opportunities within 1km of the Precinct include (among others): 
 

 Memorial Hall; 

 Alf Adams Pavilion; 

 Mosman Park Men’s Shed 

 Mosman Park Tennis Courts; 

 Minim Cove Park and Bird Hide;  

 Russell Brown Adventure Park;  

 Rocky Bay; 

 Dorothy Genders Village; and 

 The Swan River.  
 
Healthy communities have access to welcoming public spaces that offer both a range of active and passive 
recreation opportunities. These opportunities include the use of parks for leisure, sporting facilities, and 
recreation, spiritual and civic buildings.  
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4.0 Movement 
 

4.1 Movement Networks 
 
An interconnected network of streets, paths and parking defines a Precinct's movement network and 
supports the activities of pedestrians, cyclists, public transport patrons and private vehicle user. A distinct 
relationship is formed between the movement network, built form and land use.  
 
Owston Street, Palmerston Street and Wellington Street are classified as Local Distributor roads. 
Wellington Street provides a direct east-west connection to Stirling Highway which is a Primary Distributor. 
Manning Street is high frequency north-south route, particularly in the AM and PM peak periods. All streets 
have a 50km/hr speed limit and offer on-street parking, whilst Wellington Street is the only street with 
designated on-street bays. There are a number of underwidth roads (laneways) within the precinct that 
are generally used as service lanes with some houses having sole frontage and access from an adjacent 
laneway.  
 

 
 
The most desired movement networks are those that prioritise active transport modes including walking, 
cycling and public transport to complement private motor vehicle movements whilst ensuring a safe 
environment for all users. Increased physical activity levels, reduced greenhouse gas emissions and 
improved amenity and social wellbeing are outcomes of adopting an active transport approach.  
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In terms of active transport, in the greater suburb of Mosman Park (east of Stirling Highway) there is only 
one public transport route (route 107). Route 107 has two bus stops within the Precinct, providing an 
option for the community to travel by public transport between Claremont and Fremantle. Victoria Street 
train station and Mosman Park train station are 1.3km and 1.5km from the Precinct respectively. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In terms of pedestrian movement and cycling, the Precinct features a prominent pathway to both sides of 
Wellington Street, along the northern side of the Centre. All other streets, barring the narrow Sheila Street, 
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have a footpath on at least one side of the road. The majority of paths are directly adjacent the street and 
generally narrow. The Precinct lacks cycling infrastructure as the area has no dedicated cycling provisions 
within the street networks. There is limited provision of public bike racks within the Centre.  
 
The Precinct has the opportunity to improve active transportation measures such as public transport 
infrastructure in the form of greater bus route diversity and the inclusion of more bus stop locations. 
Furthermore, the Precinct would also benefit from the integration of cycling infrastructure, which would 
increase physical activity levels and social wellbeing among community members.  
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5.0 Appendices 
 
All properties and streets within, and directly adjacent to, the Precinct were audited to understand the 
existing private and public character elements of the Precinct. The Precinct was split into segments (refer 
to Figure 4 below), largely divided by street block to gauge the specific character of each streetscape.  
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5.1 Appendix 1 – Quantitative Analysis  
 
The results of the quantitative character audit are provided below.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

72%

28%

Number of properties with large trees on site

Number of properties with NO large trees on site

70%

30%

Number of properties with street trees

Number of properties with NO street trees

74%

11%

Pitched roofs Flat/concealed roofs



 

 

 

 

 

 

95%

5%

Residential Commercial / retail buildings

53%

30%

4%

Single storey Double storey dwellings Three storey dwellings
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5.2 Appendix 2 – Qualitative Analysis  
 
The results of the qualitative character audit are provided below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Street: Sheila

Segment: 1

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Straight Road

Narrow Road

Presence oflaneway to some lots

Smaller lot sizes in the middle of the street 

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Irregular front setbacks

Streetscape appearance

What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Mature Gardens;

Well maintained; 

Mature trees

Some solid fencing - cannot see front garden

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

Majority of verges are grass

Mixture of mature and juvenile street trees

Private  gardens spill onto the verge area.

A few lots have more than 1 verge tree

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other
Driveways and street

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways dominate

verge width greater than road width

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare No footpath

Pretty street as a result of the mature trees

Private feel

Safety / legibility
Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other Yes

Narrow street, cars travel slower

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other No footpath

Built form
What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Mostly large double storey

Some small old single storey

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences Mixed fences

Some solid, some none, some visually permeable

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down 
Some modern additions

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Pitched roofs

Limestone blocks (fences and homes)

Balcony

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
Some at eastern end can see river

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles narrow road, wide verge

very green

modern additions

Moroccan House

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street

Qualitative Character Analysis



Street: Bryant

Segment: 2

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; irregular 

lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Many older homes

Fewer new builds

Some old homes with modern rear additions

Similar sized lots

Linear Road

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Mixed setbacks

Uniform lot widths

Streetscape appearance

What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Most front gardens visible

Wll mainteined

Luscious 

A lot of greenery

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

Many mature street trees

Gardens well maintained

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other
Mostly Driveways

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

Lots are wider so driveways are further apart

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Welcoming

Quiet street

Many corssovers in poor condition

Safety / legibility Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other The street feels safe

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on one side

Built form

What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Old cottage

Tiled/metal roof mix

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Mostly single storey

2 new builds that are two storey

Well seperated dwellings

Street has an older feel

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences Mixed fences

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down Mostly well maintained

Some run-down

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Old raised houses - limestone base

No covered car parking

Terracotta Roofs

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
None

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles More Cottage-style homes

2 gatehouses

1 bullnose

Many terracotta roofs

Mix of gable and hip roofs

Uniform lot widths

Verandahs dominant

Many lots did not have parport/garages

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Manning (Rudwick to Wellington)

Segment: 3

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Regular shaped lots

Similar sized lots

Straight road.

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Uniform setbacks

enclosed garage with fence along frontage common

Newer stock of housing

Streetscape appearance

What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Manicured gardens

Mature trees

Mostly turf and shrubs

some large trees

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown
Both - mixed

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other Laneway access for some lots.

Many cars parked in the street

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

Driveways are wider

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Thoroughfare

Busy street

Link to the retail area

Faster travelling cars

Safety / legibility Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other The street feels safe

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on one side

Built form
What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Mix of single/double storeys

Newer houses are 2 storeys

Buildings up to boundary.

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences Predominantly permeable front fences

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down 
Well maintained

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Double enclosed garages that are built to boundary.

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
None

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles Modern

metal pitched roof 

Double garage

Tuscan house

Houses do not interact with the street

Well established gardens and landscaping

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Manning (Wellington/Jameson)

Segment: 3B

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development
Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Irregular shaped lots

Few lots fronting Manning Street

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Retail

Not uniformly setback

Streetscape appearance
What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Some run down gardens

Mature trees

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

One side of the street is walkable. 

Opportunity for more trees. 

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other
Carpark located on the roa for the retail

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Not welcoming

Thoroughfare

busy

Does not feel welcoming

Safety / legibility

Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other
The street does not feel safe

Few houses front the street - limited street surveillance and interaction with street

Does not feel residential

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on one side

Built form
What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Well seperated dwellings

Shops are connected

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences Solid high wall opposite commercial area

Secondary frontages - resulting in more solide high walls

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down Mostly well maintained

One overgrown landscaping

Some older houses

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Mixed building styles

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
None

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles Open at-grade carpark wrapping around commercial site.

IGA shops re single storey with rear lane deliveries

Colourful painting to the rear of the shops facing Turnbull Lane

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Rudwick Street

Segment: 4

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Regular shaped lots

Similar sized lots

Visibily subdivided lots.

Narrower street

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Uniform setbacks

Streetscape appearance

What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Manicured gardens

Mature trees

Well maintained

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

Many mature street trees

Verges well maintained

Good street canopy

Some verges mege with front gardens

Tree canopy better to one side.

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other
Mostly Driveways

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

Driveway are noticable large (2 car bays)

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Welcoming

Well shaded.

Not many solid fences

Interactive

Minority have front fences.

Safety / legibility
Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other The street feels safe

Good street surveillance and interaction with street

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on one side

Built form

What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Pitched roofs

Single storey

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Mostly single storeys

Well seperated dwellings

Mostly pitched

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences Few fences

Fences are visually permeable

More low fencing

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down Mostly well maintained

One overgrown landscaping

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Pitched roofs

Single storey

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
None

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles Verege merge with gardens

Green street with noticable street canopy

Pitched roofs prominent

More single storey 

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Palmerston Street

Segment: 5

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Similar sized lots

Straight road.

Eastern side a lot higher.

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types
Residential

Streetscape appearance
What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees
Turf

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

Mature street trees

Could have more trees

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other Driveway

Road is too busy

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Thoroghfare

Safety / legibility

Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other Busy road

Fast speeds

Nice shade

Footpath is narrow and up against the road and the road is busy.  Does not feel safe for 

pedestrian.

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on both sides

Narrow footpath.

Built form
What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached.

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Single storeys

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences Private frontage due to busy road.

Many have secondary frontages.

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down 
More older houses.

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Pitched roofs

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
none

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above.

Big powerlines both sides of road

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Jameson Street

Segment: 6

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Regular shaped lots

Similar sized lots

Straight road.

Rear laneway access

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Mixed styles - old styles to large double storeys

Uniform setbacks

Streetscape appearance

What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Manicured gardens

Mature trees

Turf

'Plain' gardens

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

Many mature street trees

Good street canopy

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other Many cars parked on the street

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Well shaded.

Many carports in the front of the house.

Noticable bird life

Quiet street

Safety / legibility

Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other The street feels safe

Good street surveillance. Most fences are permeable or low

Invitining feel

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on one side

Built form

What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Good seperation

old/small houses on large blocks.

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Mostly single storeys

Well seperated dwellings

Mostly pitched

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences Mostly no fences

Fences are visually permeable

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down Mostly well maintained

Old weatherboard house that is well maintained.

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Weatherboard

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
None

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Gives the street an old look

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles Weatherboard

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Jameson Street

Segment: 7

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Regular shaped lots

Irregular sized lots

Straight road.

Some lots have been subdivided and are narrower.

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Streetscape appearance

What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Manicured gardens

Mature trees and gardens

Many houses are 'hidden' by vegetation

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

Many mature trees

Good canopy

a lot of shade

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other Laneway access for some lots.

Many cars parked in the street

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

Shade from trees 'hides' driveways

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Quiet

Private

Safety / legibility Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other The street feels safe

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on one side

Built form

What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Mostly single detached

Some semi-detached

More modern houses

Some houses are run down and very old

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Some two storey houses built up to the boundary

Newer houses are mostly boxy

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences Mixed - none to high solid

Some very private/blank frontages

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down 
Well maintained

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Newer houses moslty have concealed roofs.

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
None

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles Many modern houses with enclosed garages.

Few houses are hidden from view behind vegetation.

Little interaction between house and street. 

Extensive slope of land makes interaction with street difficult.

Many houses on lower side of street are single storey at the street front and 2 storey to 

the rear as the land drops.

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Samson Street

Segment: 8

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Regular shaped lots

Similar sized lots

Linear Road

Regular width road

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Uniform setbacks

Streetscape appearance

What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Manicured gardens

Mature trees

Verges well maintained

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

Many mature street trees

Verges well maintained

One property has artifical lawn on verge

Few professional landscaped garden look.

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other
Mostly driveways

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

Wider lot fronts

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Welcoming

Very quiet street

Safety / legibility Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other The street feels safe

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on one side

Against street

Built form

What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Pitched roofs

Old houses are small brick homes.

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Single and double storeys

Well seperated dwellings

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down Large number of fences.

Mostly permeable fencing.

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Old houses constructed of bricks

New houses are painted

Pitched roofs

Porches

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
Golf course at eastern end

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles A number of modern architecural houses recently built or under construction.

Porches dominant

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Samson Street

Segment: 9

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Regular shaped lots

Similar sized lots

Straight road.

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Retail 

Uniform setbacks

Streetscape appearance
What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Small shrubby vegetation.

Mulch

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

turf verges

Mature street trees.

Good Canopy

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other Mostly driveways

Some in street

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Typical 'close to shops' street

Solid fencing

Safety / legibility Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other The street feels safe

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on one side

Built form
What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Predominalty single storey older homes

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Single Storeys.

Well seperated buildings

Homogenous ptiched roofs.

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences A few solid high fences

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down 
Well maintained

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Pitched roofs 

Tiled roofs

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
None

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles Retail at the eastern end of the street. 

Shops do not engage with the street

1x Bull-nose

2x plantation shutters (no street surveillnace)

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street



Street: Wellington Street

Segment: 10

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Irregular shaped lots

Similar sized lots

Straight road.

Small commercial lots

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Mixed Uses

Residential

Retail

Streetscape appearance
What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Overgrown private gardens.

Mature trees.

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown

turf verges

Mature street trees.

Good Canopy

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other Formal parking on both sides of the street.

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Good Canopy/Shady,

Welcoming

Thoroughfare

Safety / legibility
Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other The street feels safe but is busy

Verge area is largely formal street parking

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on both sides

Built form
What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

Commercail buildings attached

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Double Storeys.

Older houses are well seperated buildings

New builds are up to boundaries

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences A few solid high fences

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down 
Mixed

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Alfresco dining in front of commercial.

Good opportunity for social interaction

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
None

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles Uniform parapet to commercial façade

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street





Street: Owston Street 

Segment: 12

Matters to be considered
Questions Terms/features to prompt describing the particular aspect of 

neighbourhood character
Comments / observations 

Pattern of development

Is the neighbourhood typical of a particular form or pattern of 

development?

Similar sized lots; regular shaped lots; irregular lot sizes; 

irregular lot shapes; linear roads; curved roads

Irregular shaped lots

Corner Lot subdivisions.

Stright Road with hill on one side.

3 different types of R-Code densities.

Is there a common built form/land use pattern?  Uniform setbacks; street alignment; mix of uses; occupation 

types

Residential

Varying setbacks owing to smaller corner lots and secondary frontages

Streetscape appearance

What is the pattern of private landscaping between the front lot 

boundary and the dwelling?

Predominantly hardstand; manicured gardens; run-down 

gardens; mature trees

Closed off north of wellington.

Open fronts opposite golf course.

Mature vegetation

What is the pattern of public/verge landscaping? Mature / juvenile street trees; lack of street tree canopy; not 

maintained/overgrown
Less street trees.

Are there cars parked in the street or mostly parked in driveways? Yes; No; Other Many in street. 

Obstructs view north of wellington with limited view from hill.

Do driveways dominate? Yes; No; Other Driveways do not dominate

What is the overall feel? Welcoming; closed off; interactive; quiet; thoroughfare Southern side is welcoming and interact with road with dwellings orientated to golf 

course.

Noterhn side closed off and busy road.

Thoroughfare

Safety / legibility

Does the street feel safe? Yes; No; Other
The street feels safe to the south of Wellington.

Faster moving cars.

Hill on the north of Wellington make on street parking unsafe with limited view.

Is there a footpath, is it on both sides of the street? Yes; No; other Footpath on both side opposite golf course.

Footpath on one side north of Wellington Street.

Built form
What is the predominant form of development? single detached; semi-detached/terraced houses; grouped 

housing; apartments

Single detached

New homes on subdivided corner lots.

Is the street homogeneous or diverse in terms of the scale of built 

form?

Single / double / triple storey dwellings

Buildings up to boundaries; well separated dwellings; ‘boxy’ 

buildings; uniform heights

Single Storeys.

Well seperated buildings

Homogenous ptiched roofs.

Is there a predominant style of front fencing? No fencing; solid high fences; low open fences A few solid high fences

Are houses/properties overall predominately well maintained or 

run-down?

Well-maintained; run-down 
Well maintained

Is there a particular building/feature that stands out? Pitched roofs 

Double storeys 

Older houses north of wellington

Are the buildings orientated in a certain direction to capture a 

view?

What is the view of
Ocean; River; City; Golf Course.

Is the power above ground or below ground? Above; below; other Above

Other standout features / characteristics Particular architectural styles Heritage house

Qualitative Character Analysis

Any other notable features or 

characteristics of the street
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5.3 Appendix 3 – Community Survey 
 
All property owners and occupiers within the precinct were sent a letter inviting them to complete a short 
online survey. The survey was open for a period of 14 days and a total of 74 surveys were completed.  
 
Results of the survey are provided below.  
 
 



Wellington Village Precinct
Character Survey

SURVEY RESPONSE REPORT
24 July 2021 - 22 August 2021

PROJECT NAME:
Wellington Village Precinct



SURVEY QUESTIONS
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Q1  Please share with us what key words best describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or sele...

18

18

11

11

32

32
51

51

9

9

5

5
14

14

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard, established, heritage

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil Family, friendly, community feel Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Boring, dump, confused, run down Other (please share with us your key words)

Question options

25

50

75

Mandatory Question (74 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q2  What features of your precinct are most valuable to you? 

45

45

28

28

39

39

21

21

14

14

28

28

23

23

46

46

14

14

13

13

Community feel / social interactions Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture Shops and cafes Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover All of the above Other (please specify)

Question options

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Mandatory Question (74 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q3  What do you think needs upgrading/improving within the precinct? 

28

28 38

38

12

12

6

6

29

29

Roads, footpaths (connectivity) Street trees Private built form All of the above Other (please specify)

Question options

10

20

30

40

Mandatory Question (74 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q4  What would you like to see more of within the precinct? 

21

21

43

43

36

36

37

37

12

12 15

15

13

13

13

13

14

14

2

2

15

15

Community spaces Tree canopy Opportunities to cycle Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

More opportunities for small businesses to establish A greater mix of land uses and activities A public square or piazza

Activated laneway Night time activation All of the above Other (please specify)

Question options

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Mandatory Question (74 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Screen Name Redacted
8/06/2021 05:46 PM

I am completely opposed to the multi story residential sector with

the increase in traffic it will represent. Completely unsuited to the

current ambience of the area.

Screen Name Redacted
8/06/2021 06:51 PM

The precinct has some busy roads that people use to navigate

through the suburb to schools and general traffic cutting through,

namely Manning, Owston, Palmerston and Wellington. These road

need attention to reduce speed and safer road crossing for

pedestrians. This is a precinct is full of young families as which

love the open spaces / park and community feel.

Screen Name Redacted
8/06/2021 08:14 PM

The most valuable aspect of the precinct is its quiet, tranquil and

leafy nature. I do not want to see smaller block sizes. I do not

support greater commercial development of shopping areas. I

particularly do not want to see increases in traffic in laneways or

traffic in general. I am thoroughly against any development that

would see greater night-time commercial activity than already

exists. I am against the resurrected development proposal for the

Manning Street/Wellington Street shopping centre as its scale and

composition is entirely out of keeping with the character of the area

as it has existed for many years.

Screen Name Redacted
8/07/2021 12:17 PM

The emphasis needs to be on community benefit centered around

a village atmosphere. This precinct should be more about

community services and less about additional housing/residential.

Some additional residencies are acceptable in line with the R60

planning controls, but it shouldn't become the primary objective of a

development. The site should remain a community village with

associated services that are valued by the community, with LOW

density residential opportunities explored. The problem with too

much residential density on this site is that the site becomes

primarily about serving the residents of the development and not

the community. Built form must compliment the surrounding

residential streetscape, not overpower it. Future development

should recognize and pay homage to the unique heritage of the

area including our indigenous heritage.

Screen Name Redacted
8/07/2021 12:56 PM

We are against any high rise developments unless in the already

established zone along Stirling Highway.

Q5  Please share with us any further comments here.
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Screen Name Redacted
8/08/2021 06:38 PM

It is extremely important to us that Samson, Jameson etc do not

become thoroughfares or alternative parking options once the new

development at Wellington St goes ahead. Any increase in density

must be matched by better traffic management. Also, underground

power is long overdue. Parts of Mosman Park have it, while others

do not. It impacts street scape and property values.

Screen Name Redacted
8/09/2021 02:12 PM

The Mosman Park peninsula is a beautiful but very boring place to

live. IT lacks diversity of housing options of younger people and

older people, offers no options for day or night time dining, no

health and wellness facilities, and lacks vibrancy and activation.

Without all of the above, the area and the suburb will fall behind

the balance of the Western suburbs in terms of desirability,

resident mix, and values.

Screen Name Redacted
8/09/2021 02:50 PM

The current "Wellington Village" atmosphere is just that - a village

centre attracting quality shops and cafes but NOT vying for large

scale commerce such as Coles etc.. I'm very worried about

congestion from the proposed development and the stress the

increased residential component will have on the area. to my mind

this is another example of a development which seeks to capitalise

on the existing attraction of a wonderful area and in so doing, will

negatively impact precisely on what makes the Wellington street

shopping centre our favourite meeting place. I'm content to support

restrained development of the retail centre but NOT the associated

medium density residential "in fill". I understand the attraction re

potential rates and taxes as well as offset to development and

infra-structure support - the problem is that inits current form, this

proposal is likely to fundamentally change all that makes Mosman

Park (at least in this area) a desirable place to live - driving down

real estate prices. Incidentally, I own two properties in this area so

feel doubly concerned.

Screen Name Redacted
8/09/2021 03:52 PM

I cannot wait to see the development of the Wellington street site.

It’s going to be fantastic for the community and for new residents

wanting to move to our area. How exciting will it be to have a

centre where we can properly meet friends for a meal or a drink

and also for our children to meet safely and enjoy the community

feel the precinct will offer. Also as a former one bedroom

apartment owner I was excited to hear this was on offer. In my

personal experience it gave me the opportunity as a 30 year old to

invest my money and buy a property of my own. As much as
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buying a house would have been nice I simply couldn’t afford that

at that age and in the area I worked in and grew up in.

Screen Name Redacted
8/09/2021 08:09 PM

The area immediately surrounding the Wellington / Manning St

shops should be rezoned to much higher density to allow different

dwelling types to be constructed in this village area. The large

blocks could be put to better use via development.

Screen Name Redacted
8/09/2021 08:17 PM

Building height incredibly important for community village feel and

traffic control – no more than the 3 stories currently allowed at

Mosman heights!

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 08:02 AM

The main thing I want considered is a higher zoning of the

properties around the cafes and shops. At the moment, the old

cottages on large blocks reflect an outdated way of living. We have

so many parks, walkways and open areas that higher density

zoning is sensible on main routes to encourage renewal of housing

stock, bring money into the area and keep Mosman Park's balance

of traditional yet modern.

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 08:16 AM

My firm opinion is that the areas on Wellington St, Manning St and

Samson St opposite the shops and cafes should be rezoned to a

much higher density to allow the old, large blocks to be put to

better use to reflect the cosmopolitan lifestyle that people enjoy in

similar areas in other Perth suburbs. Allowing sensible

development (i.e. not high rise) will not detract from the areas

appeal at all - in fact it will enhance the area with nice new

buildings and bring new families and professionals into the area to

support local businesses. Instead of a single house on a 700 sqm

block, having 2-3 seems like a reasonable balance to improve the

area, and renew the buildings, while not becoming overbuilt.

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 08:33 AM

I do not not want to see sub-dived blocks or apartments happening

in the area ! This is a suburban middle class conservative area

.That people have worked hard to live in ! I don't want a vibrant

Activated night life . If I wanted that I would live by a hub or in an

inner city area.

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 08:50 AM

The current development proposal before the SDAU is deeply

worrying. The scale and bulk of the structure are well beyond

reasonable limits. The traffic management and volume are chaotic
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and the parking is dangerously inadequate.

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 09:37 AM

Restrict height to two stories only. No high density dwellings Do not

mix housing with retail

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 10:46 AM

While outside of the designated Wellington Precinct, I would like to

discuss the point of connectivity and way finding from areas

outside the Precinct itself - specifically connectivity between

Wellington Street and Cottesloe via a new designated rail

underpass to Curtin Avenue. I know rail upgrades are a state

government issue, I'm simply highlighting this as an infrastructure

priority for Mosman Park and how we can best attract people from

a broader area into the Wellington Precinct via a better designed

and connected Wellington Street itself. Please keep the

conversation going on the Wellington underpass. Cheers

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 03:56 PM

I believe we are privileged to live or at least be able to afford to live

in the Wellington Village local centre precinct area. We are blessed

by significant areas reserved for parks and other public space – to

the east and south-east we have the golf course; to the south there

is a vast extent of greenery (to the river) on which there are

playgrounds, adventure centre, tennis courts, a football oval, the

men's shed and more; on the west is a delightful small playground.

We have the shops-a great facility-really do need some attention, a

paint job every few years does not do a great deal for the

attractiveness or utility of the space available. However one would

not be without the shopping facilities where they are and certainly

the attractiveness of the precinct would be significantly less without

the shops

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 04:27 PM

Restrict development according to the original Residential Design

code.

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 07:31 PM

It would be great to encourage the use of public transport to

minimise traffic congestion and the impact on the limited public

parking spaces available. Especially with anew development

coming.

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 09:32 PM

The background behind this survey has lacked any inform action

as to what you plan on doing with the survey results. Why is this

survey needed?
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Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 09:37 PM

Tranquility, retention of heritage and character buildings, dog

friendly spaces and residents, sustainability of bird flight paths and

acknowledgement of and respect for all things nature, are all

important to me. I am concerned that any apartment block over 3

stories will increase traffic in the area, cast shadows over existing

dwellings, reduce the charming character of Mosman Park and

create a precedent for high rise blocks. PLEASE do all possible to

restrict apartment blocks to a maximum of 3 stories.

Screen Name Redacted
8/10/2021 11:05 PM

We’re supportive of development but heights have to be in

sympathy of surroundings, traffic needs to be much better

managed. Streetscape also needs much improvement

Screen Name Redacted
8/11/2021 12:16 PM

Mosman Park has changed little in the 30 years our family has

lived here and has fallen behind today's lifestyles.

Screen Name Redacted
8/11/2021 12:21 PM

A 6 storey apartment block for 76 dewllings on what should be 7

house blocks is way too high. The facuilities that currently exist on

the IGA site are very well supported. A nice mix of supermarket,

coffee shop, post office, bottle shop & take-away.

Screen Name Redacted
8/11/2021 01:16 PM

No more alcohol. We already have at least six places to buy

booze. This is a major national problem.

Screen Name Redacted
8/11/2021 08:42 PM

Please note that this area is residential and there is no need to

develop a precint.

Screen Name Redacted
8/11/2021 08:58 PM

Walkability is really important on a number of levels but something

not many people consider. We need to have neighbourhoods that

are people friendly rather than car friendly. As such retention of the

shops in some shape or form is an absolute must. As density

inevitably increases over the course of time it becomes more and

more important that we retain our shops and cafes to keep

amenities local and not make us overly dependent on cars to get

even the most basic of needs and have those all important

community interactions with our neighbours. We also don't want to

lose parks, playing fields or greenfield land to development. Tree

canopy and shade are vitally important for coolness and

community well being and any initiative to improve our leafiness

and greenery, either on our spare land, verges or grey field sites is
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to be welcomed.

Screen Name Redacted
8/12/2021 11:31 AM

We've lived in Mosman Park (NOT "MOSSIE", please) since 1970

and LOVE its socio-economic mixture with different ages, family

sizes and cultures and the heritage-listed buildings and the old and

newer houses . The parks (including golf course) are wonderful

and must be kept. The schools, aged-care homes and small shops

are valuable. We do not need "Mos Lane " development. We do

NOT approve of high-rise apartments up here - build them near

transport (Stirling Highway) and shopping area, as in Glyde Street.

We hate the mega-mansions that are being built .... !!!!!!!

Screen Name Redacted
8/12/2021 04:59 PM

Too many vehicles still defy the speed limit of 50 km per hour

within the precinct. The area is highly residential with mixed aged

households including the elderly and young children. Speeding

vehicles using side roads to access the supermarket area continue

to be a threat to the safety of all members of the community.

Screen Name Redacted
8/12/2021 04:59 PM

sustainability & climate change should be front & centre when any

thought is being given to improving the liveability / attraction of a

precint. Increased tree canopies, increased greening using native

plants, reduction in hot surface space (including the banning of any

artificial grass)

Screen Name Redacted
8/12/2021 05:54 PM

Manning Street is continuously blocked due to resident cars being

parked on both sides of the road which is creating a dangerous

situation for road users and pedestrians . This is a high priority

issue that needs adressing immediately

Screen Name Redacted
8/13/2021 05:15 PM

The proposed development on this site is completely out of context

with the surrounding area and properties. Without doubt the

precinct needs updating but not with a huge development of more

than 3 stories. The site is not large and the proposal is far in

excess of what is needed in this area. We all live here because of

the friendly environment which surrounds the area. Any huge

development as proposed will not enhance the area and will take

away the friendly feel of the community.

Screen Name Redacted
8/15/2021 04:15 PM

Many people like us bought houses in this area to raise families in

a quiet, safe and convenient location, centered around a small

shopping centre with plenty of parking and a few small,
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independent shops. These advantages will be compromised by a

multi-story apartment block slap bang in the middle of our

"Wellington Village".

Screen Name Redacted
8/15/2021 06:42 PM

I would hate to see a high rise development in the area as it would

increase traffic flow, congestion and be a dominating feature in our

suburb and decrease surrounding property values. Private family

builders eg normal residents could not consider over hang or

overshadowing a neighbour - why can big proptery developers.

Screen Name Redacted
8/15/2021 09:53 PM

High rise development of the Wellington Street precinct( ie over 3

floor max as provided in the TPS) is NOT SUPPORTED

Screen Name Redacted
8/16/2021 08:32 PM

underground power would significantly benefit the tree canopy

Screen Name Redacted
8/17/2021 01:46 PM

Definitenly do not want 7 storey building there!!

Screen Name Redacted
8/17/2021 02:42 PM

We certainly don't want more opportunities for small businesses to

establish, or a greater mix of land uses and activities (there is no

spare/waste land), or a public square or piazza, or an activated

laneway, or night time activation. Please stop the developers trying

to make this area into something that was never envisaged and

which does not suit the residents.

Screen Name Redacted
8/17/2021 06:24 PM

Underground power to improve street scape and help street trees

expand

Screen Name Redacted
8/18/2021 08:10 AM

The precinct is lucky to have local shops which allows walkability

and keeping people out of cars. The shops must be maintained.

The intensity of any development must take into account that it is

predominantly a residential area and it not close to the train

stations and the highway.

Screen Name Redacted
8/18/2021 09:32 PM

Disagree with over height developments splitting the

neighbourhood in two .

Screen Name Redacted I like the precinct's low key ambiance and would like it to stay that
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8/19/2021 05:03 PM way

Screen Name Redacted
8/19/2021 05:44 PM

I like the community feel of the area - we are connected with our

neighbours and look out for each other. I like the openness of the

area - single and double storey residential homes and shops - no

high rise towering over our homes I like the mix of residents -

families with young kids, families with older kids, couples, older

residents who have lived here a long time. I like the mix of houses

on larger blocks - well kept older/renovated homes, newer single

and double storey homes. Nothing that sticks out in the landscape.

I like that we have the existing range of shops close by - but I don't

think we need anything else - I'm happy to travel to other areas

nearby for those extra services. I like it that there is only residential

in the streets outside the IGA shopping area. There's no

retail/commercial dotted in amongst the houses - I want to keep the

area predominately residential. I like that the row of heritage shops

on Wellington St has been retained and looked after and that they

are community businesses operating there.

Screen Name Redacted
8/19/2021 05:57 PM

The sense of community is powerful in this area of Mosman Park.

The area is safe and family friendly. If anything can be done to

divert traffic away from this precinct and along the roads from the

planned town centre to the schools during busy times it would

improve the amenity of the area.

Screen Name Redacted
8/19/2021 06:26 PM

This precinct is located deep in the heart of Mosman park and is

distinctly low rise large block and family area with surrounding

parklands. Mid or Highrise buildings are not suitable

Screen Name Redacted
8/19/2021 06:33 PM

NO HIGHRISE. NO GREEDY DEVELOPERS. AND DEFINITELY

NO "MOS LANE"!!!

Screen Name Redacted
8/19/2021 07:17 PM

I enjoy my village which has an open accessible feel. What would

be nice is for any development to appreciate the community’s

engagement rather than a design which ends up being uninviting to

the local community. I have no desire to traverse basement parking

to “pop “ into my local shops. We have a wonderful mix of shops.

Screen Name Redacted
8/19/2021 07:34 PM

I love where I live it is such a community and easy place to be with

the Rocky Bay residents able to have a coffee outside Bitter Sweet

and the shop offering stools to the caters to sit on is so special.
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The IGA has a mixed group of residents using it older residents,

younger people just chilled . It is not a high pressured environment

with people always chatting and family friendly. You know people

on a personal level . No laneways , no high rise this is our

community and it’s wonderful

Screen Name Redacted
8/19/2021 07:50 PM

I really like the fact that we live in a diverse residential

neighbourhood with lots of green spaces. Any development in the

area should be sympathetic to the surrounds, and in keeping with

the relaxed, community feel of the area. It is important that our

sense of community is at the centre of any planning.

Screen Name Redacted
8/19/2021 08:18 PM

Do not over develop this location. It is a beautiful family friendly

area. Leave high rise development and in-fill requirements to areas

close to Stirling highway that is close to the train stations and bus

routes. The Wellington village area should be developed in a way

that fits with the local environment and surrounding houses. Not

massive over built developments that don’t provide any meaningful

benefit to the the community.

Screen Name Redacted
8/20/2021 03:28 PM

This precinct is a beautiful place to live, and I feel very privileged to

be here. There are plenty of nearby places to find night time

restaurants/bars and community meeting places and the trade off

with increased noise and potential parking issues does not make it

attractive to have in this precinct. I am happy to use the local

shopping area for shopping, I have no desire for a public square,

piazza or activated laneway (which is not wide enough for both

vehicles and pedestrians to coexist with any level of safety or

enjoyment). There is a mix of housing already, and I would not

support any apartment/ townhouse development over 3 storeys as

it would negatively impact the amenity of our house/lifestyle (use

and privacy of own yard, enjoyment of our garden/entertainment

area) and the amenity of the other nearby residents. Improved

cycling safety would be a benefit for local residents and school

students. There are already plenty of mature trees and gardens,

but I am always happy for more!

Optional question (52 response(s), 22 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Survey Responses
24 July 2021 - 22 August 2021

Wellington Village Precinct Character
Survey

Your Say Mosman Park
Project: Wellington Village Precinct

VISITORS

96
CONTRIBUTORS

74  

RESPONSES

74

74
Registered

0
Unverified

0
Anonymous

74
Registered

0
Unverified

0
Anonymous



Respondent No: 1

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 06, 2021 17:46:11 pm

Last Seen: Aug 06, 2021 09:43:33 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I am completely opposed to the multi story residential sector with the increase in traffic it will represent. Completely

unsuited to the current ambience of the area.



Respondent No: 2

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 06, 2021 18:51:57 pm

Last Seen: Aug 06, 2021 10:46:08 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Private built form

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The precinct has some busy roads that people use to navigate through the suburb to schools and general traffic cutting

through, namely Manning, Owston, Palmerston and Wellington. These road need attention to reduce speed and safer road

crossing for pedestrians. This is a precinct is full of young families as which love the open spaces / park and community

feel.



Respondent No: 3

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 06, 2021 20:14:24 pm

Last Seen: Aug 06, 2021 12:02:43 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Other (please specify)

Tranquility; limited night-time commercial activity.

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The most valuable aspect of the precinct is its quiet, tranquil and leafy nature. I do not want to see smaller block sizes. I do

not support greater commercial development of shopping areas. I particularly do not want to see increases in traffic in

laneways or traffic in general. I am thoroughly against any development that would see greater night-time commercial

activity than already exists. I am against the resurrected development proposal for the Manning Street/Wellington Street

shopping centre as its scale and composition is entirely out of keeping with the character of the area as it has existed for

many years.



Respondent No: 4

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 07, 2021 12:17:32 pm

Last Seen: Aug 07, 2021 03:48:55 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Other (please share with us your key words)

Relaxed, approachable, village like

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Other (please specify)

Privacy

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Other (please specify)

accessibility for mobility challenged residents

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A public square or piazza

Other (please specify)

The precinct needs to differentiate itself from the Town Centre or

the Coles shopping centre precinct by being a place residents can

visit in a more informal way. A place more family orientated where

the amenity serves to make people's visit more relaxed. We don't

want to feel like we are visiting a housing complex when we go to

the local shops.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The emphasis needs to be on community benefit centered around a village atmosphere. This precinct should be more

about community services and less about additional housing/residential. Some additional residencies are acceptable in line

with the R60 planning controls, but it shouldn't become the primary objective of a development. The site should remain a

community village with associated services that are valued by the community, with LOW density residential opportunities

explored. The problem with too much residential density on this site is that the site becomes primarily about serving the

residents of the development and not the community. Built form must compliment the surrounding residential streetscape,

not overpower it. Future development should recognize and pay homage to the unique heritage of the area including our

indigenous heritage.



Respondent No: 5

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 07, 2021 12:56:02 pm

Last Seen: Aug 07, 2021 04:51:58 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Dedicated cycle paths

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

We are against any high rise developments unless in the already established zone along Stirling Highway.



Respondent No: 6

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 08, 2021 18:38:13 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 12:49:31 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

All of the above

Other (please specify)

UNDERGROUND POWER.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

It is extremely important to us that Samson, Jameson etc do not become thoroughfares or alternative parking options once

the new development at Wellington St goes ahead. Any increase in density must be matched by better traffic management.

Also, underground power is long overdue. Parts of Mosman Park have it, while others do not. It impacts street scape and

property values.



Respondent No: 7

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 08:35:23 am

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 00:34:08 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 8

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 10:27:48 am

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 02:26:30 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 9

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 14:12:09 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 06:07:19 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Other (please share with us your key words)

Aesthetically beautiful, green, lacking amenity

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Private built form

Other (please specify)

Retail offering, food and beverage offerings, health and wellness

options, housing diversity

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A greater mix of land uses and activities

A public square or piazza

Activated laneway

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The Mosman Park peninsula is a beautiful but very boring place to live. IT lacks diversity of housing options of younger

people and older people, offers no options for day or night time dining, no health and wellness facilities, and lacks vibrancy

and activation. Without all of the above, the area and the suburb will fall behind the balance of the Western suburbs in

terms of desirability, resident mix, and values.



Respondent No: 10

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 14:50:07 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 06:31:44 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

A public square or piazza

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The current "Wellington Village" atmosphere is just that - a village centre attracting quality shops and cafes but NOT vying

for large scale commerce such as Coles etc.. I'm very worried about congestion from the proposed development and the

stress the increased residential component will have on the area. to my mind this is another example of a development

which seeks to capitalise on the existing attraction of a wonderful area and in so doing, will negatively impact precisely on

what makes the Wellington street shopping centre our favourite meeting place. I'm content to support restrained

development of the retail centre but NOT the associated medium density residential "in fill". I understand the attraction re

potential rates and taxes as well as offset to development and infra-structure support - the problem is that inits current

form, this proposal is likely to fundamentally change all that makes Mosman Park (at least in this area) a desirable place to

live - driving down real estate prices. Incidentally, I own two properties in this area so feel doubly concerned.



Respondent No: 11

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 15:52:56 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 07:43:19 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A greater mix of land uses and activities

A public square or piazza

Activated laneway

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I cannot wait to see the development of the Wellington street site. It’s going to be fantastic for the community and for new

residents wanting to move to our area. How exciting will it be to have a centre where we can properly meet friends for a

meal or a drink and also for our children to meet safely and enjoy the community feel the precinct will offer. Also as a

former one bedroom apartment owner I was excited to hear this was on offer. In my personal experience it gave me the

opportunity as a 30 year old to invest my money and buy a property of my own. As much as buying a house would have

been nice I simply couldn’t afford that at that age and in the area I worked in and grew up in.



Respondent No: 12

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 19:38:55 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 11:37:01 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Underground power

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 13

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 19:47:22 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 11:45:46 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 14

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 20:09:40 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 12:03:47 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Other (please share with us your key words)

Modern, vibrant, village vibes

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Other (please specify)

Walking distance to cafes, shops parks and the river

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Private built form

Other (please specify)

Higher density housing to offer more options to people

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Opportunities to cycle

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Night time activation

Other (please specify)

High density housing in the village area around cafes and shops to

bring more people to the area and support local businesses

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The area immediately surrounding the Wellington / Manning St shops should be rezoned to much higher density to allow

different dwelling types to be constructed in this village area. The large blocks could be put to better use via development.



Respondent No: 15

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 20:17:00 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 12:28:35 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Building height incredibly important for community village feel and traffic control – no more than the 3 stories currently

allowed at Mosman heights!



Respondent No: 16

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 09, 2021 21:29:19 pm

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 13:27:05 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Private built form

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

Activated laneway

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 17

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 08:02:05 am

Last Seen: Aug 09, 2021 23:56:58 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Other (please share with us your key words)

Cafe Precinct, buzzing village feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Other (please specify)

A variety of housing options is needed in this precinct to properly

reflect the village feel and give more people the opportunity to

access more affordable properties. Having all houses on 700+ sqm

blocks is outdated in the area immediately surrounding the cafes

and shops. They should be rezoned to allow for higher density to

cater for changing demographics and welcome more people into

our wonderful area.

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Private built form

Other (please specify)

Houses - lots are old cottages which are outdated. Allowing

development will promote sensible, new housing to be built in the

area to offer more attractive street appeal, and more options for

people.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Activated laneway

Night time activation

Other (please specify)

Higher density housing. In the area immediately surrounding the

cafes, shops, post office etc. R60 zoning or higher should be

considered to allow for sensible development of some of the tired

old houses to attract more people to the area.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The main thing I want considered is a higher zoning of the properties around the cafes and shops. At the moment, the old

cottages on large blocks reflect an outdated way of living. We have so many parks, walkways and open areas that higher

density zoning is sensible on main routes to encourage renewal of housing stock, bring money into the area and keep

Mosman Park's balance of traditional yet modern.



Respondent No: 18

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 08:16:53 am

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 00:05:05 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Boring, dump, confused, run down

Other (please share with us your key words)

The character is transforming into a vibrant cafe area with a nice

village feel. The local IGA is fantastic as our the small boutiques on

the intersection of Wellington & Manning.

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Other (please specify)

Newer housing is important to me. There is a bit of a "not in my

backyard" attitude in Mosman Park from some of the older people

who do not want to see any sort of development, under any

circumstances. I strongly believe that measured, appropriate

development is key for our area's future. In other suburbs, areas

immediately surrounding cafe's and shops, with public transport

access, have been rezoned to higher density to allow a mix of

housing options in the area. There are so many parks, green

spaces, walkways and community amenities in the area that

progressing with the times and moving towards thoughtful higher

density housing in some areas should be permitted and

encouraged. Re-zoning the main streets of Wellington and Manning

near the shops to R60 would allow a refresh of the housing stock

and attract new residents to the area to further boost our growing

village area.

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Private built form

Other (please specify)

Housing. Some of the old cottages are really showing their age.

They are not old enough to have any heritage value, but not new

enough to reflect how we live today. By rezoning a small subset of

the Wellington precinct, you can encourage sensible renewal of the

housing stock which will only enhance the area for years to come.



Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Opportunities to cycle

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Activated laneway

Night time activation

Other (please specify)

The area needs to be brought into line with the way that young

families and professionals want to live - night time activation,

cycling paths to get into the city for work, and activated laneways

are all fantastic ideas! Reznoning the housing the in the area to

make more, varied options available at more affordable price points

will go hand in hand with this and serve to further increase the

appeal of the area.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

My firm opinion is that the areas on Wellington St, Manning St and Samson St opposite the shops and cafes should be

rezoned to a much higher density to allow the old, large blocks to be put to better use to reflect the cosmopolitan lifestyle

that people enjoy in similar areas in other Perth suburbs. Allowing sensible development (i.e. not high rise) will not detract

from the areas appeal at all - in fact it will enhance the area with nice new buildings and bring new families and

professionals into the area to support local businesses. Instead of a single house on a 700 sqm block, having 2-3 seems

like a reasonable balance to improve the area, and renew the buildings, while not becoming overbuilt.



Respondent No: 19

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 08:25:14 am

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 00:18:30 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Boring, dump, confused, run down

Other (please share with us your key words)

The old houses aren't that nice. They need to be knocked over and

new, nice houses build in this area. Rezoning to higher density is

needed.

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Other (please specify)

Some of the options here: Houses with well-established gardens,

Larger house blocks, and Older style character housing -

traditional architecture, are the total opposite of what is valuable to

me. They are valuable to people who are old and out of touch and

never want to see any change. The area needs a refresh to knock

down some tired, old houses and replace with multiple higher

density dwellings. There is not enough of a mix of housing options

in the Wellington Precinct area - we need townhouses on smaller

blocks.

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Private built form

Other (please specify)

More townhouses - there is currently no housing options other than

a single house on a large block.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Activated laneway

Night time activation

Other (please specify)

More varied housing options within the precinct. The single houses

on large blocks are unaffordable for a lot of people who would love

to live here - we should permit construction of townhouses to

refresh the precinct.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 20

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 08:33:47 am

Last Seen: Aug 05, 2021 09:50:38 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I do not not want to see sub-dived blocks or apartments happening in the area ! This is a suburban middle class

conservative area .That people have worked hard to live in ! I don't want a vibrant Activated night life . If I wanted that I

would live by a hub or in an inner city area.



Respondent No: 21

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 08:50:19 am

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 00:42:06 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Other (please specify)

Quiet, safe streets with low traffic volumes. Low density, low rise

buildings

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A public square or piazza

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The current development proposal before the SDAU is deeply worrying. The scale and bulk of the structure are well beyond

reasonable limits. The traffic management and volume are chaotic and the parking is dangerously inadequate.



Respondent No: 22

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 09:37:48 am

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 01:32:03 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Underground power

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Restrict height to two stories only. No high density dwellings Do not mix housing with retail



Respondent No: 23

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 10:46:04 am

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 02:40:39 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Boring, dump, confused, run down

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Activated laneway

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

While outside of the designated Wellington Precinct, I would like to discuss the point of connectivity and way finding from

areas outside the Precinct itself - specifically connectivity between Wellington Street and Cottesloe via a new designated

rail underpass to Curtin Avenue. I know rail upgrades are a state government issue, I'm simply highlighting this as an

infrastructure priority for Mosman Park and how we can best attract people from a broader area into the Wellington

Precinct via a better designed and connected Wellington Street itself. Please keep the conversation going on the

Wellington underpass. Cheers



Respondent No: 24

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 15:56:03 pm

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 04:49:04 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Boring, dump, confused, run down

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Other (please specify)

Street lighting. On many of the streets in the precinct the street

lighting is not particularly effective because of the street trees

cutting out the light cast from the street lights. For those

pedestrians who are out after dark whether it be for an evening

walk, a walk to the local shops, or indeed returning from work after

a long day or a late shift, have to negotiate their way along

paths/walkways that are, for the most part, in darkness (shadowed

by trees) and hazardous due to plants that have encroached on the

path having been planted by well-meaning residents of the

adjacent homes - it is not easy to walk without being tripped. So

much for the pleasant evening walk!

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Activated laneway

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I believe we are privileged to live or at least be able to afford to live in the Wellington Village local centre precinct area. We

are blessed by significant areas reserved for parks and other public space – to the east and south-east we have the golf

course; to the south there is a vast extent of greenery (to the river) on which there are playgrounds, adventure centre,

tennis courts, a football oval, the men's shed and more; on the west is a delightful small playground. We have the shops-a

great facility-really do need some attention, a paint job every few years does not do a great deal for the attractiveness or

utility of the space available. However one would not be without the shopping facilities where they are and certainly the

attractiveness of the precinct would be significantly less without the shops



Respondent No: 25

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 16:27:47 pm

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 08:07:45 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Other (please share with us your key words)

No multi dwelling housing/development.

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Other (please specify)

Open parks and walks

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

The Mosman Park Council need to maintain the street trees to

keep them safe for the public. For example, branches of street

trees hanging low over the road.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Other (please specify)

Maintaining the present population density in this Wellington

Precint.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Restrict development according to the original Residential Design code.



Respondent No: 26

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 19:31:41 pm

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 11:24:40 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Boring, dump, confused, run down

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

A public square or piazza

Activated laneway

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

It would be great to encourage the use of public transport to minimise traffic congestion and the impact on the limited public

parking spaces available. Especially with anew development coming.



Respondent No: 27

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 20:14:40 pm

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 12:13:04 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

All of the above

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 28

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 21:32:45 pm

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 13:30:00 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Shops and cafes

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The background behind this survey has lacked any inform action as to what you plan on doing with the survey results. Why

is this survey needed?



Respondent No: 29

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 21:37:05 pm

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 13:15:18 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Tranquility, retention of heritage and character buildings, dog friendly spaces and residents, sustainability of bird flight paths

and acknowledgement of and respect for all things nature, are all important to me. I am concerned that any apartment block

over 3 stories will increase traffic in the area, cast shadows over existing dwellings, reduce the charming character of

Mosman Park and create a precedent for high rise blocks. PLEASE do all possible to restrict apartment blocks to a

maximum of 3 stories.



Respondent No: 30

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 10, 2021 23:05:31 pm

Last Seen: Aug 10, 2021 14:50:59 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Family, friendly, community feel

Other (please share with us your key words)

Not too congested, but getting busy. Has leafy appeal but verges

need improving. Currently not too noisy.

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

All of the above

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A public square or piazza

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

We’re supportive of development but heights have to be in sympathy of surroundings, traffic needs to be much better

managed. Streetscape also needs much improvement



Respondent No: 31

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 11:29:52 am

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 03:27:11 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

All of the above

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 32

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 12:12:34 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 04:04:37 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Other (please specify)

open parklands & dog friendly trails

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

A complete halt in the use of toxic chemicals by council or their

contractors anywhere in the Mosman Park Shire.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Underground power

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 33

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 12:16:18 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 04:07:17 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Other (please specify)

Greater variation in residential accommodations. No alternatives

other than houses and low value apartments.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Activated laneway

Other (please specify)

Greater variation in residential accommodations. No alternatives

other than houses and low value apartments.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Mosman Park has changed little in the 30 years our family has lived here and has fallen behind today's lifestyles.



Respondent No: 34

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 12:21:43 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 04:16:26 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Other (please specify)

This is a family friendly suburb an dhas the right amount of facilities

now. Restaurants in this strip have failed to survive historically. We

do not need a huge abundance. Stirling Highway and Cottesloe are

v close by.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

A 6 storey apartment block for 76 dewllings on what should be 7 house blocks is way too high. The facuilities that currently

exist on the IGA site are very well supported. A nice mix of supermarket, coffee shop, post office, bottle shop & take-away.



Respondent No: 35

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 12:46:11 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 04:44:50 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A greater mix of land uses and activities

A public square or piazza

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 36

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 12:54:56 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 04:52:02 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 37

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 13:16:31 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 05:11:24 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Family, friendly, community feel

Other (please share with us your key words)

Friendly. Open-faced, visually permeable; no roller doors or solid

front walls, Leafy. Natural not sculpted and no topiary!

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Make all paths wheelchair-friendly. Councillors and staff should

each spend one day a year in a wheelchair to discover what it is

really like in this wonky sloping curving town

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

A public square or piazza

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

No more alcohol. We already have at least six places to buy booze. This is a major national problem.



Respondent No: 38

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 13:40:37 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 05:33:55 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

A public square or piazza

Other (please specify)

cycle paths

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 39

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 14:01:33 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 05:58:32 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Activated laneway

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 40

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 15:35:25 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 07:31:29 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

All of the above

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 41

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 20:42:26 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 12:39:29 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Nothing.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Please note that this area is residential and there is no need to develop a precint.



Respondent No: 42

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 11, 2021 20:58:34 pm

Last Seen: Aug 11, 2021 10:56:21 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Other (please specify)

Walkability

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Activated laneway

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Walkability is really important on a number of levels but something not many people consider. We need to have

neighbourhoods that are people friendly rather than car friendly. As such retention of the shops in some shape or form is an

absolute must. As density inevitably increases over the course of time it becomes more and more important that we retain

our shops and cafes to keep amenities local and not make us overly dependent on cars to get even the most basic of

needs and have those all important community interactions with our neighbours. We also don't want to lose parks, playing

fields or greenfield land to development. Tree canopy and shade are vitally important for coolness and community well

being and any initiative to improve our leafiness and greenery, either on our spare land, verges or grey field sites is to be

welcomed.



Respondent No: 43

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 12, 2021 11:31:28 am

Last Seen: Aug 12, 2021 03:04:26 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Greater scrutiny of building plans so there are no more huge

houses taking up the whole block - large and small blocks.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Home gardens, verge planting with native shrubs

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

We've lived in Mosman Park (NOT "MOSSIE", please) since 1970 and LOVE its socio-economic mixture with different

ages, family sizes and cultures and the heritage-listed buildings and the old and newer houses . The parks (including golf

course) are wonderful and must be kept. The schools, aged-care homes and small shops are valuable. We do not need

"Mos Lane " development. We do NOT approve of high-rise apartments up here - build them near transport (Stirling

Highway) and shopping area, as in Glyde Street. We hate the mega-mansions that are being built .... !!!!!!!



Respondent No: 44

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 12, 2021 16:59:21 pm

Last Seen: Aug 12, 2021 08:52:40 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Too many vehicles still defy the speed limit of 50 km per hour within the precinct. The area is highly residential with mixed

aged households including the elderly and young children. Speeding vehicles using side roads to access the supermarket

area continue to be a threat to the safety of all members of the community.



Respondent No: 45

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 12, 2021 16:59:55 pm

Last Seen: Aug 14, 2021 08:00:54 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Other (please share with us your key words)

new varied houses, old weatherboard houses, streetscapes &

verges lack character / recognition increasingly warm dry climate

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Shops and cafes

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Other (please specify)

installation / building of cycling paths / cycle friendly roads

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

sustainability & climate change should be front & centre when any thought is being given to improving the liveability /

attraction of a precint. Increased tree canopies, increased greening using native plants, reduction in hot surface space

(including the banning of any artificial grass)



Respondent No: 46

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 12, 2021 17:54:30 pm

Last Seen: Aug 12, 2021 09:50:26 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Manning Street is continuously blocked due to resident cars being parked on both sides of the road which is creating a

dangerous situation for road users and pedestrians . This is a high priority issue that needs adressing immediately



Respondent No: 47

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 13, 2021 17:15:31 pm

Last Seen: Aug 13, 2021 08:56:12 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The proposed development on this site is completely out of context with the surrounding area and properties. Without doubt

the precinct needs updating but not with a huge development of more than 3 stories. The site is not large and the proposal

is far in excess of what is needed in this area. We all live here because of the friendly environment which surrounds the

area. Any huge development as proposed will not enhance the area and will take away the friendly feel of the community.



Respondent No: 48

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 14, 2021 12:23:21 pm

Last Seen: Aug 14, 2021 04:19:36 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Other (please share with us your key words)

A mix of building forms and heights. In need of upgraded

community and retail amenities.

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Private built form

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A greater mix of land uses and activities

A public square or piazza

Activated laneway

Night time activation

All of the above

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 49

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 14, 2021 15:38:50 pm

Last Seen: Aug 14, 2021 07:36:07 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 50

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 15, 2021 07:44:58 am

Last Seen: Aug 14, 2021 23:40:16 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 51

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 15, 2021 16:15:33 pm

Last Seen: Aug 15, 2021 07:36:20 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Other (please share with us your key words)

Down to earth. Convenience. Safe streets with acceptable traffic

density. Very different to the Glyde Street over-development.

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Other (please specify)

Single and two-level buildings, rather than apartments (which are

not appropriate so far from the train). Access to the highway is still

reasonable via Wellington Street compared to Glyde Street which

has become annoyingly congested since new apartment blocks

have added to the traffic load.

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Other (please specify)

Street lighting

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

A public square or piazza

Other (please specify)

Fenced dog park similar to that in Carrington street, Nedlands.

Family-friendly restaurants.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Many people like us bought houses in this area to raise families in a quiet, safe and convenient location, centered around a

small shopping centre with plenty of parking and a few small, independent shops. These advantages will be compromised

by a multi-story apartment block slap bang in the middle of our "Wellington Village".



Respondent No: 52

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 15, 2021 18:42:59 pm

Last Seen: Aug 15, 2021 08:56:04 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Other (please specify)

Underground power - get rid of the ugly power lines down all the

streets

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I would hate to see a high rise development in the area as it would increase traffic flow, congestion and be a dominating

feature in our suburb and decrease surrounding property values. Private family builders eg normal residents could not

consider over hang or overshadowing a neighbour - why can big proptery developers.



Respondent No: 53

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 15, 2021 21:53:03 pm

Last Seen: Aug 15, 2021 13:46:35 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Opportunities to cycle

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

High rise development of the Wellington Street precinct( ie over 3 floor max as provided in the TPS) is NOT SUPPORTED



Respondent No: 54

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 16, 2021 13:45:43 pm

Last Seen: Aug 16, 2021 05:43:24 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Vibrant, busy, activated, gathering place

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 55

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 16, 2021 20:32:24 pm

Last Seen: Aug 16, 2021 12:29:50 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Underground power lines

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

underground power would significantly benefit the tree canopy



Respondent No: 56

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 16, 2021 23:28:02 pm

Last Seen: Aug 16, 2021 15:25:00 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Family, friendly, community feel

Other (please share with us your key words)

Diverse, cohesive, supportive, strong, caring

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Other (please specify)

Walkability. The lack of traffic. The safety of the kids and elderly in

our neighbourhood. The diverse group of people within Mosman

Park

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Other (please specify)

A stronger TOMP Council response to things that really stab at the

heart of our community (eg the IGA proposed development). Its

disappointing the TOMP has not been stronger at protecting our

community both by empowering people to speak up but also to

allow the bullying to go on that has occurred.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Other (please specify)

Why is "activated Laneway" in this? Have the developers asked

you to put this in?

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 57

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 17, 2021 13:46:51 pm

Last Seen: Aug 17, 2021 05:44:59 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Private built form

All of the above

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Definitenly do not want 7 storey building there!!



Respondent No: 58

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 17, 2021 14:42:09 pm

Last Seen: Aug 17, 2021 06:30:52 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

I don't know what private built form means

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

We certainly don't want more opportunities for small businesses to establish, or a greater mix of land uses and activities

(there is no spare/waste land), or a public square or piazza, or an activated laneway, or night time activation. Please stop

the developers trying to make this area into something that was never envisaged and which does not suit the residents.



Respondent No: 59

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 17, 2021 16:33:47 pm

Last Seen: Aug 17, 2021 08:32:10 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 60

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 17, 2021 18:24:53 pm

Last Seen: Aug 17, 2021 10:19:53 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Private built form

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

A greater mix of land uses and activities

A public square or piazza

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Underground power to improve street scape and help street trees expand



Respondent No: 61

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 18, 2021 07:50:36 am

Last Seen: Aug 17, 2021 23:48:27 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Private built form

All of the above

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 62

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 18, 2021 08:10:36 am

Last Seen: Aug 18, 2021 00:06:48 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Mixed, eclectic, varied, mishmash

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Shops and cafes

Mix of housing options

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Private built form

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

More opportunities for small businesses to establish

A greater mix of land uses and activities

Night time activation

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The precinct is lucky to have local shops which allows walkability and keeping people out of cars. The shops must be

maintained. The intensity of any development must take into account that it is predominantly a residential area and it not

close to the train stations and the highway.



Respondent No: 63

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 18, 2021 21:32:03 pm

Last Seen: Aug 18, 2021 13:17:00 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Disagree with over height developments splitting the neighbourhood in two .



Respondent No: 64

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 17:03:36 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 08:58:02 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Underground power

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I like the precinct's low key ambiance and would like it to stay that way



Respondent No: 65

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 17:44:31 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 09:30:02 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Other (please specify)

Something different to those street Box Trees that shed SO many

leaves - something native to WA Busy traffic on Wellington &

Manning Streets On street car parking makes Manning difficult

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I like the community feel of the area - we are connected with our neighbours and look out for each other. I like the

openness of the area - single and double storey residential homes and shops - no high rise towering over our homes I like

the mix of residents - families with young kids, families with older kids, couples, older residents who have lived here a long

time. I like the mix of houses on larger blocks - well kept older/renovated homes, newer single and double storey homes.

Nothing that sticks out in the landscape. I like that we have the existing range of shops close by - but I don't think we need

anything else - I'm happy to travel to other areas nearby for those extra services. I like it that there is only residential in the

streets outside the IGA shopping area. There's no retail/commercial dotted in amongst the houses - I want to keep the area

predominately residential. I like that the row of heritage shops on Wellington St has been retained and looked after and that

they are community businesses operating there.



Respondent No: 66

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 17:57:23 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 09:49:01 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Underground power

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Opportunities to cycle

Other (please specify)

Continued respect for the established character of the area.

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

The sense of community is powerful in this area of Mosman Park. The area is safe and family friendly. If anything can be

done to divert traffic away from this precinct and along the roads from the planned town centre to the schools during busy

times it would improve the amenity of the area.



Respondent No: 67

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 18:26:23 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 10:23:26 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Quaint, traditional, character, charming, original, weatherboard,

established, heritage

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Other (please specify)

Underground power

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

This precinct is located deep in the heart of Mosman park and is distinctly low rise large block and family area with

surrounding parklands. Mid or Highrise buildings are not suitable



Respondent No: 68

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 18:33:07 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 10:28:49 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Larger house blocks

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

Nothing in particular

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Other (please specify)

It's pretty perfect as it is

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

NO HIGHRISE. NO GREEDY DEVELOPERS. AND DEFINITELY NO "MOS LANE"!!!



Respondent No: 69

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 19:17:16 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 11:07:59 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I enjoy my village which has an open accessible feel. What would be nice is for any development to appreciate the

community’s engagement rather than a design which ends up being uninviting to the local community. I have no desire to

traverse basement parking to “pop “ into my local shops. We have a wonderful mix of shops.



Respondent No: 70

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 19:34:30 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 11:27:49 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Roads, footpaths (connectivity)

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I love where I live it is such a community and easy place to be with the Rocky Bay residents able to have a coffee outside

Bitter Sweet and the shop offering stools to the caters to sit on is so special. The IGA has a mixed group of residents using

it older residents, younger people just chilled . It is not a high pressured environment with people always chatting and

family friendly. You know people on a personal level . No laneways , no high rise this is our community and it’s wonderful



Respondent No: 71

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 19:50:54 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 11:42:31 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Community spaces

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

I really like the fact that we live in a diverse residential neighbourhood with lots of green spaces. Any development in the

area should be sympathetic to the surrounds, and in keeping with the relaxed, community feel of the area. It is important

that our sense of community is at the centre of any planning.



Respondent No: 72

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 19, 2021 20:18:52 pm

Last Seen: Aug 19, 2021 12:11:44 pm

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Family, friendly, community feel

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

All of the above

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Traffic moderation / calming initiatives

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

Do not over develop this location. It is a beautiful family friendly area. Leave high rise development and in-fill requirements

to areas close to Stirling highway that is close to the train stations and bus routes. The Wellington village area should be

developed in a way that fits with the local environment and surrounding houses. Not massive over built developments that

don’t provide any meaningful benefit to the the community.



Respondent No: 73

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 20, 2021 12:14:26 pm

Last Seen: Aug 20, 2021 04:12:04 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Community feel / social interactions

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Houses with well-established gardens and landscaping

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Street trees

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Tree canopy

Opportunities to cycle

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

not answered



Respondent No: 74

Login: Registered

Responded At: Aug 20, 2021 15:28:01 pm

Last Seen: Aug 20, 2021 07:01:06 am

Q1. Please share with us what key words best

describe the character of the precinct in which

you live or own property? (or select from the

examples below)

Beautiful, attractive, leafy, tranquil

Family, friendly, community feel

Other (please share with us your key words)

safe, quiet, relaxed, respectful

Q2. What features of your precinct are most

valuable to you? 

Safe and legible connectivity of infrastructure around the precinct

Older style character housing, traditional architecture

Shops and cafes

Leafy green streets and lush tree cover

Other (please specify)

well controlled traffic movement and volume, safe for pedestrians

and cyclists, proximity of supermarket, pharmacy and cafe,

adequate parking for housing and retail, no high rise buildings

Q3. What do you think needs upgrading/improving

within the precinct? 

Other (please specify)

I'm happy with the precinct as it currently exists, but I would

support an upgrade to the shopping centre IF it complies with local

planning scheme and improves or at least maintains the amenity of

the surrounding residents, not like the currently proposed 6 storey

building which would severely negatively impact the local

residents.

Q4. What would you like to see more of within the

precinct? 

Opportunities to cycle

Q5. Please share with us any further comments here.

This precinct is a beautiful place to live, and I feel very privileged to be here. There are plenty of nearby places to find night

time restaurants/bars and community meeting places and the trade off with increased noise and potential parking issues

does not make it attractive to have in this precinct. I am happy to use the local shopping area for shopping, I have no

desire for a public square, piazza or activated laneway (which is not wide enough for both vehicles and pedestrians to

coexist with any level of safety or enjoyment). There is a mix of housing already, and I would not support any apartment/

townhouse development over 3 storeys as it would negatively impact the amenity of our house/lifestyle (use and privacy of

own yard, enjoyment of our garden/entertainment area) and the amenity of the other nearby residents. Improved cycling

safety would be a benefit for local residents and school students. There are already plenty of mature trees and gardens,

but I am always happy for more!


